Schedule for Student Research Symposium 2020
Please note that this schedule is subject to change. [Updated 3-5-2020]

8:00 - 10:15 • Registration .................................................................Bean Scene Patio
A registration table will be setup on the patio for students and guests to register their attendance and participation in the SRS.

9:00 - 10:00 • Outdoor Leadership Presentation ...........................................“The Cross”
“Encountering Wonder through Wilderness Experiences”
Prof. Scott Barnett, Benjamin Burkwhat, Daniel Painter, Coby Sturges and Tommy Wills.

10:20 - 11:20 • Morning Plenary Session ................................................Grant Center Main Stage
Plenary Address: Mr. Hyatt Moore, Artist

11:30 - 12:45 • Session Block A • Student Presentations
SRS Session #1 Discussion Panel
“The Wonder of Gender in Historical Perspective” ..........................Grant Center Main Stage
Session Moderator: Prof. Stephen Bailey
❖ Isabel Harris
“The Power of Liminality in Missions: Engaging Race and Gender as Demonstrated in the Life and Work of Betsey Stockton”
❖ Connor Rowe
“The Other Sex in the French Revolution”
❖ Maddison Whitmer
“The Lady America Loved”

SRS Session #2 Discussion Panel
“Wonder and Healing in Patient-Centered Care” .............................. LaBaume-Rudat #204
Session Moderator: Prof. Lisa Scott
❖ Autumn McCuller and Rebecca Cessna
“The Red Box Theory”
❖ Meghan Mendes
“Peanut Birthing Ball”
❖ Michelle Mitchell and Mercy Mattsson-Boze
“Congenital Heart Disease in Pediatric Patients”

SRS Session #3 Discussion Panel
“Is There Wonder in Cultural Diversity?: Ethnicity and Race in Conflict” ........................... LaBaume-Rudat #201
Session Moderator: Prof. Steve Kim
❖ Paul Bigelow
“Racism, Communism and War: Adolf Hitler’s Ultimate Justification for Invading the Soviet Union, 1941”
❖ Katherine Hollingsworth, Rebecca Carmona, & Brijesh Joshi
“Exploring Dynamics of Race and Ethnicity: Black and White Experiences and Perspectives in the Rural United States”
❖ Caleb Gonzalez-Melendez
“Israeli-Palestinian Conflict”

SRS Session #4 Discussion Panel
“Creating Wonder in the Literary Arts” .................................................. LaBaume-Rudat #101
Session Moderator: Prof. Brian Larsen
❖ Jacelyn Wedman
“Bearly There: A Creative Nonfiction Piece”
❖ Elizabeth Burkwat
“One Day (A Fiction Piece)”
SRS Session #5 Discussion Panel
“Social Issues in Local Communities” .................................................. Science & Nursing #209
Session Moderator: Prof. Molly Rupert
❖ Claire Cozby  
   “California’s Housing Crisis and What to do About it”
❖ Tom Higdon  
   “Mental Health in Adolescents”
❖ Mariah Moss  
   “Missed Opportunity: The Under-Utilization of Halfway Houses in the Reduction of Recidivism”

12:00 - 1:15 • Egg-Drop Competition .......................................................... Owens Center #303 / Balcony
Egg-Drop Session Coordinator: Prof. Michael Austin, Adjunct Prof. of Physics

12:45 - 1:30 • Lunch Break
Lunch is on your own.

1:30 - 2:30 • Session Block B • Student Presentations
SRS Session #6 Discussion Panel
“Christianity and Contemporary Culture” .................................................. Grant Center Main Stage
Session Moderator: Prof. Megan Grover
❖ Emily Fuller and Katherine Hollingsworth  
   “Moving Towards an Integrated Approach to Healthy Sexuality”
❖ Nathan Granger  
   “The Starving Mind and the Lonely Soul”

SRS Session #7 Discussion Panel
“Models for Care and Support” ................................................................. LaBaume-Rudat #204
Session Moderator: Prof. Reginald Watson
❖ Cierra Jewett and Samantha Plotkin  
   “Use of Music Therapy in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)”
❖ Haley Muri  
   “Struggles that LGBTQ Families Face and How the Satir Model May Support”
❖ Aimee Witherspoon, Abigail Melo & Amy Plount  
   “Specializing Palliative Care in Pediatrics”

SRS Session #8 Discussion Panel
“Public Health in Historical and Contemporary Perspective” ..................... LaBaume-Rudat #201
Session Moderator: Prof. Timothy Orr
❖ Connie Hanson and Rizia Swedbergh  
   “Adverse Neurodegenerative and Autoimmune Response to Aluminum Adjuvant Toxicity from Recommended Pediatric Vaccine Schedule”
❖ Mallory Knight  
   “The Worst Epidemic You Never Heard Of”

SRS Session #9 Discussion Panel
“Local Communities and Resource Management” ....................................... LaBaume-Rudat #101
Session Moderator: Prof. Stephen Bailey
❖ Isabel Harris, Rebecca Carmona, Claire Cozby, Tayler Lennier, & Jonathan Liu  
   “The Dignity Project”
❖ Jacelyn Wedman  
   “Recycling and Sustainability at Simpson and around the World”
2:45 - 3:45 Session Block C • Plenary Discussion
“The Wonder of Common Reading” ......................................................................................................Grant Center Main Stage
SRS Session #10 Roundtable Panel: I’m Still Here Black Dignity in a World Made for Whiteness by Austin Channing Brown
Session Moderators: Prof. Jennifer Costillo and Ms. Michelle Mbok
Student panelists: Ava Barnett, Ashley Collins, and Kathryn Tracy

3:45 - 5:00 • Session Block D • Poster Session & Refreshments ......................................................Grant Center
SRS Session #11 Poster Session
The following graduate and undergraduate students will be presenting their research projects as posters. Stop by to meet and talk to the student researchers. Refreshments will be served.

❖ Korey Barboza
“The Wonders of Child Centered Play Therapy”

❖ Jung Chay
“Culturally Sensitive Reading Intervention”

❖ Danielle Galyan
“Reawakening Wonder With In Psychotherapy”

❖ Colleen House
“Finding the Wonder After Childhood Cancer”

❖ Crystal Johnson
“Progressive Muscle Relaxation”

❖ Julianna Lash
“CBT and Anger Management”

❖ Amanda Laughlin
“The Effectiveness of Trust-Based Relational Intervention for Children Who Have Experienced Trauma”

❖ Sean McMasters
“Music Therapy”

❖ Courtnee Norton
“The Effects of Mindfulness on Psychological Well-Being, Emotion Regulation, and Stress Reduction”

❖ Pamela Politi
“How Childhood Complex Trauma Affects Brain Development and Understanding Neuroplasticity and Repair Through Child-Centered Play Therapy”

❖ Gloria Richmond
“Cognitive Behavior Therapy in Older Adults with Depression and Anxiety”

❖ Nichole Schumacher
“Non-Suicidal Self-Injury in Adolescents”

❖ Iratzeni Silva
“The Latinx Wondering Woman”

❖ Matthew Mendoza, Vincent Cervantes, Ashley Oakley, Riley Roach, & Hailey Wood
“A Historical Overview of Human Sexuality in the Greco-Roman Era to A.D. 1800 from an Integrated Christian Perspective”

❖ Kathryn Tracy, Ashley Collins, Crista Gibeson, Alison Harvey, & Patience Wallace
“A Historical Western Conceptualization of Sexuality in the 19th Century in View of a Christian Perspective”

❖ Baylee Wiechecki, Jessilyn Ellenson, Brooke Larson, & Alexis Thompson
“A Historical Western Conceptualization of Sexuality in the 20th Century in View of a Christian Perspective”

❖ Emily Fuller, Rebecca Carmona, Zackaree Caples, Marjoe Delacruz, & Katherine Hollingsworth
“A Historical Western Conceptualization of Sexuality in the 21st Century in View of a Christian Perspective”

❖ Spencer Scofield
“The Beginning of the Information Age and Its Job Place”
6:00 - 7:00 • Art Exhibit / Banquet (by invitation only) .................................................. Grant Center
Buffet dinner for student presenters, their guests, faculty mentors, and administration. Artist Hyatt Moore painting; winners of the Stanley Clark Student Research Awards are announced; reflection from past award recipient, Lydia McGaffee.